Regional overview of the South Sudanese refugee population

2022 SOUTH SUDAN REGIONAL RRP
as of 31 May 2022
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2,346,480
SOUTH SUDANESE REFUGEES

This figure excludes 1,901 refugees and asylum seekers in the Central African Republic.

BY COUNTRY OF ASYLUM

Uganda 40.0%
Sudan 34.3%
Ethiopia 17.1%
Kenya 6.1%
DRC 2.4%

NEW ARRIVALS BY MONTH

2022 arrivals (1 Jan - 31 May): 22,794
Based on field reports, UNHCR and Government registration

2022 REGIONAL RRRP FUNDING

USD 10.2 B REQUESTED
USD 3.4 B RECEIVED
BY 109 RRP PARTNERS IN 2022 FOR THE SOUTH SUDAN SITUATION